Abstract. The OPJK (Ontology of Professional Judicial Knowledge) is a legal ontology developed to map questions of junior judges to a set of stored frequently asked questions. In this paper, we investigate dynamic and temporal aspects of one of the SEKT legal ontologies, by subjecting the ontology OPJK to MORE, a multi-version ontologies reasoning System. MORE is based on a temporal logic approach. We show how the temporal logic approach can be used to obtain a better understanding of dynamic and temporal evolution of legal ontologies.
Introduction
SEKT is a European project on developing Semantically Enabled Knowledge Technologies 1 [10] . The aim of SEKT is to develop and exploit semanticallybased knowledge technologies in order to support document management, content management, and knowledge management in knowledge intensive workplaces. Specifically, SEKT aims at designing appropriate utilities to users in three main areas: digital libraries, the engineering industry, and the legal domain, providing them with quick access to the right pieces of information at the right time.
The SEKT Legal Case Study was based on the development of the prototype Iuriservice 2 , a web-based application that will provide access to Spanish judges to a repository of judicial practical experience, stored in the form of question-answer pairs. A set of surveys provided the quantitative and qualitative data necessary not only to assess the context of users (newly recruited judges in Spain) and their specific needs with regard to the technology under development, but also to gather the practical experience needed for the repository [7] . In particular, these data gave insight on institutional, organisational, and individual constraints that could either facilitate the introduction of SEKT technologies within the judicial units. Iuriservice was designed as a result of those surveys, and will offer decision-making support through the use of ontologies. Also from the data regarding the practical judicial experience with everyday problems (faced by newly recruited judges in the judicial unit), obtained during fieldwork, the Ontology of Professional Judicial Knowledge (OPJK) is built [2, 8, 3, 6, 5] .
Ontologies are the backbone of the Semantic Web, as they allow to share vocabulary in a semantically sound way. With the rise of the Semantic Web, the need to create ontologies has become more prominent, and even highly sensitive applications depend on ontologies, which in turn have to be of the highest possible quality. Unfortunately, building such a high-quality ontology is a very time-consuming process that often requires highly qualified professionals and domain experts over a significant time span.
Often, building an ontology can take years, and many different versions are produced (these versions are often called the version space). In this process, keeping track of modeling decisions and changes is an extremely difficult task, for the success of which a dedicated versioning system is necessary. Versioning systems are known from Software Engineering, but they are restricted to keeping track of syntactic changes. In the development of ontologies the more significant changes are often semantic. Ontology modellers not only need to keep track of modelling decisions and changes over time, especially in distributed scenarios, but also they should be able to get a general insight to the changes that the ontology has suffered during all the modelling process. Were some versions of the ontology more stable than others? Are certain concepts or certain parts of the ontology more stable than others? How have the modelling decisions affected concepts over time?
Answers to these questions could provide developers with a) information regarding when and where a unstable (or less stable) version was made in the past and which one was its previous version, b) knowledge about the type of changes: additions or deletions, c) insight to the stability or unstability of concepts. This latter information is of particular interest as could reflect the ongoing discussion among developers and domain experts regarding a certain concept and, thus, the modelling difficulty that a particular concept has offered. The stability measure could reflect the most difficult discussions present during the design of the ontology.
A versioning system can be used to analyze various properties of the version space. Consider a situation, where people work on the same ontology, who disagree on a particular relation between two classes. In the development process, the disputed relation will probably not remain stable, i.e. in some versions the relation will hold, in others it will not, according to who edited the latest version. Such an unstable situation can be very damaging for the overall quality of an ontology, and it is important to detect unstable relations. Part of the task of a versioning system should be to detect instable relations or similar "problems" in the version space. For this purpose, we developed the system MORE, a Multi-versions Ontology Reasoning system, at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam as part of the SEKT project [12, 13] .
The framework of MORE is based on a temporal logic approach. Namely, we consider multi-versions of an ontology as a sequence of ontologies which are connected with each other via change operations. In this paper, we present the work of an investigation on the dynamic and temporal evolution of the SEKT legal ontologies, by subjecting the ontology OPJK to MORE. We show how the temporal logic approach can be used to obtain a better understanding of dynamic and temporal evolution of legal ontologies. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews the system MORE. Section 3 presents the notion of effect space for investigating dynamic and temporal aspects of ontologies. Section 4 discusses the OPJK versioning. Section 5 presents the analysis of the OPJK ontology with the system MORE. Section 6 discusses further work, and concludes the paper.
MORE: a Multi-version Ontology Reasoning System
MORE is a multi-version ontology reasoning system, which is based on a temporal logic approach [12, 13] . Under this approach, multi-versions of an ontology are considered as a sequence of ontologies which are connected to each other via change operations. Each of these ontologies has a unique name. Thus, a version space S over an ontology set Os is a set of ontology pairs, namely, S ⊆ Os × Os. We use version spaces as a semantic model for our temporal logic, restricting our investigation to version spaces that present a linear sequence of ontologies. A linear version space S on an ontology set Os is denoted as a finite sequence S of ontologies as S = (o 1 , o 2 , · · · , o n ). An ordering < with respect to a version space S is introduced as o < o iff o occurs prior to o in the sequence S. We use ontology(S) to denote the ontology set Os = {o 1 , · · · , o n } of the version space S.
A temporal logic has been developed in MORE for Multi-version Reasoning [12, 13] . The Language L+ of the temporal logic LTLm is defined as an extension to the ontology language L with Boolean operators and the backward temporal operators, which include the previous version operator Prevφ which denotes that the property φ holds in the previous version (with respect to the current version in the version space), the always-in-the-past operator Hφ which denotes that the property φ always holds in any version before the current version, and the since operator φSψ which denotes that the property φ always holds (till the current version) since the property ψ held in a version before the current version. The sometimes-in-the-past operator Pφ is defined in terms of the always-in-past operator as ¬H¬φ. In the temporal logic, the evaluation of a temporal formula φ on an ontology o (i.e., a version) in a version space S is defined as an entailment relation [17, 18, 16] :
The semantics of the temporal operators is illustrated in Figure 1 , where arrows denote the sequence relation of ontologies in the version space, and a formula under an ontology denotes that the formula holds on the ontology. For example, the first line in the figure shows that Prevφ holds on an ontology iff the formula φ hold on its previous ontology.
Fig. 1. Semantics of Temporal Operators
Many Description Logic Reasoners support so-called retrieval queries which return a set of concept names which satisfy a certain condition. For example, a children concept c of a concept c, written children(c, c ), is defined as one which is subsumed by the concept c, and there exists no other named concepts between them.
Thus, the set of new/obsolete/invariant children concepts of a concept on an ontology o in the version space S is defined as follows:
We define the new/obsolete/invariant children concept relations of an ontology as a set of concept pairs as follows:
The same definitions can be extended into the cases like parent concepts, ancestor concepts, descendant concepts.
We have implemented the prototype of MORE by using Prolog. MORE is powered by the XDIG interface [15] , an extended DIG description logic interface for Prolog 3 . MORE is designed to be a simple API for a general reasoner with multi-version ontologies. It supports extended DIG requests from other ontology applications or other ontology and metadata management systems and supports multiple ontology languages, including OWL and DIG [1] 4 . This means that MORE can be used as an interface to any description logic reasoner as it supports the functionality of the underlying reasoner by just passing requests on and provides reasoning functionalities across versions if needed. Therefore, the implementation of MORE will be independent of those particular description logic reasoners.
Ontology Versioning and Effect Space
In order to measure ontology changes and their effect, we have to check the ramification of an ontology change on all possible semantic relations on the concept/role/individual relations of an ontology. We call the set of all possible semantic relations the Effect Space of a version space.
All of the ontology changes can be examined under an effect space which covers all of the possible changes and their ramification on the semantic relation with respect to concepts/roles/individuals. In this paper, we consider effect spaces which are characterized by the new/obsolete/invariant relations on concepts/roles/individuals on a version space, which are supported by the description logic based language DIG 5 . Thus, an effect space consists of new/obsolete/invariant concept relations with respect to children/parents/ancestors/descendants relations, new/obsolete/invariant role relations with respect to rchildren/rparents/rancestors/rdescendant relations, and new/obsolete/invariant instance relations between concepts and individuals, as they are defined in DIG.
Suppose that an ontology o in a version space S consists of about n c concepts, n r roles, and n i individuals. The number of possible concept relations on new/obsolete/invariant with respect to children/parents/ancestors/descendants aspects is N C (S, o) = n c × n c × 3 × 4. The number of possible instance relations between a concept and an individual is N I (S, o) = n c × n i × 3. The number of possible role relations is N R (S, o) = n r × n r × 3 × 4. Therefore, the effect space 
OPJK Versioning
The OPJK ontology lies at the core of the Iuriservice FAQ system, developed within the SEKT Legal Case Study. This ontology has been developed collaboratively by legal experts from the IDT-UAB team and software engineers from iSOCO in a distributed environment. This ontology is used to link the input question in natural language to the repository of stored frequently asked questions (FAQs, which also contain their corresponding answers provided by experienced judges from the Judicial School). To this aim, OPJK conceptualises the most relevant terms for the judicial profession (extracted from the data gathered during the ethnographic survey focused on judicial practical problems). As this is highly specialised knowledge, enriching the current ontology and producing a new version of OPJK is a complex task. In practice, a team of legal experts meet in regular intervals to decide on the relevant changes to the OPJK, based on the analysis of the data [9, 4] .
The OPJK version space has been built to reflect the construction process; the legal experts met regularly to discuss the formalisation of the concepts, instances and properties extracted from the list of questions that contain practical judicial knowledge. During each meeting, a group of questions is discussed and either concepts, instances or properties were added to the ontology or current ontology terms were modified or deleted. Also, when ontology engineers intervened other changes were added. Therefore, the version space is not only a direct mirror of the creation process, it also constitutes an opportunity to analyse the epistemic process in a systematic way.
For this experiment, each version in this study represents the changes added to OPJK suggested by the discussion of one of the above-mentioned questions at a time. OPJK v1.1 of this study was already a mature version which included 97 classes, 118 relations and 484 instances. In general, the added modifications of each of the versions presented will be of low significance, however it will make explicit the changes that specific decisions cause in the ontology. 27 versions have been collected. Therefore, the OPJK version space can be analysed with two different motivations: first, as a well-constructed (and documented) version space of a complex ontology, and secondly, as a formalisation of an epistemological process, in which knowledge elicitation is made explicit in ontological changes.
In this paper we will only address the first issue, and leave the latter for future work. More concretely, we will study measures on the temporal dimension of the version space to detect peculiarities in the process as a whole and in the evolution of particular conceptualisations over time. Is the process a stable, monotonic one, where information is added to new versions? Or is there constantly information retracted, suggesting a more ad hoc process? It is important for developers to have a general insight to the construction process, especially when the construction is distributed (several ontology modellers and ontology engineers interact in a distributed environment) and to be able to detect which versions produced more changes (and the type of changes) to the ontology and also to detect which concepts have been stable or unstable during the process in order to be aware of the future changes that might affect them. In the following we will try to give an insight to OPJK version space in order to offer some insight to these issues.
Analysis of OPJK
In this section, we will measure the OPJK ontology change and their effects from the following different levels:
-Version level: We examine ontology changes on a single version, so that their effects can be displayed in a timeline of a version space, from which we provide a dynamic view on ontology changes. -Concept/Role level: We examine ontology changes on a single concept or role to see its dynamic properties, from which we can obtain the picture of concepts and roles for their stability, difference, and the monotonicity. -Logical Property Level: We examine a logical property to see its temporal aspects in a version space.
Ontology Change Measure on the Version Level
In this section, we measure ontology changes and their effect on the version level, so that the difference on changes can be presented as a timeline on a version space. Moreover, we measure ontology changes with respect to the following criteria respectively:
-stability: how stable are the semantic relations when an ontology is subjected to a change which leads to a new version. Namely, for each version i, we compare the effect space at version i with the effect space of its previous version. The intersection of the effect spaces at those two versions is considered as the stable part of the current version i. The relation among these three properties are illustrated in Figure 2 .
Stability Measure We measure the stability of an ontology as the sets of its invariant concept/role/individual relations when compared with its previous version. Fig. 2 . The relation among stabilty, difference, and monotonocity. Figure 3 shows the timeline differences of the cardinality of the stability sets in the version space OPJK 6 . A way to normalize the stability is to divide them by the corresponding relation numbers, i.e. N C , N R , N I , and N , in a single version o of the effect space in a version space S. The timeline of the normalized stability in the effect spaces is shown in Figure  4 . From the timeline graphs, we can observe a high degree of stability, although stability changed with time. The last few versions (opjk1.25 and opjk1.27) are less stable than their previous versions. Analysing the logs, the changes introduced to these versions were multiple (subclass, property and instance level) and important (in quantity) with respect to the other versions. Version opjk1.25 included the addition of three subclasses and some instances, although some other instances were deleted and moved to different classes. Version opjk1.27, included four new subclasses, some changes in position in the concept hierarchy, new properties and instances.
Difference Measure The new and obsolete concept/role/individual relations show the difference of an ontology from its previous version. They can be used to measure how big a change has been done on the ontology. We are particularly interested in the difference measure by new concept/role/individual relations. Figure 5 represents the timeline of the new relation of the OPJK ontology which shows the amount of different concept/individual relations of all ontologies in the version space OPJK. From the timeline figures we know that most of the changes on the OPJK ontology are small, as expected. And that opjk1.25 and opjk1.25 include significant changes in relation to the version space. However, it is interesting to discover that the changes added to opjk1.5, shown as new relations on opjk1.6, are also significantly big, and were not equally represented in the previous analysis. The biggest change occurs on opjk1.6, the second biggest change occurs on opjk1.27, and the third one occurs on opjk1.25. Opjk1.6 includes mainly the addition of 6 subclasses and several instances. However, most of the additions only affect one existing class (Organization) that has been populated with subclasses and instances, which could explain the stability measures obtained. Similarly we introduce the normalized difference measure. Figure 6 is the timeline of the normalized new relation of the OPJK ontology. The result shows the biggest change occurs on opjk1.6, the second biggest change occurs on opjk1.27, and the third biggest change occurs on opjk1.25. Monotonicity Measure The obsolete concept/role/individual relations show that some semantic relations on an ontology which hold in the previous version do not hold in the current version any more. Therefore, it can be considered as a kind of measure for the monotonicity/non-monotonicity of an ontology change. By the monotonicity we mean that the change does not make any previously held property obsolete, otherwise it is called a non-monotonic change. Figure  5 is the timeline of the new relations of the OPJK ontology which shows the amount of different concept/individual relations of all ontologies in the version space OPJK. This measure on the OPJK version space shows clearly that the addition of individuals occurs more often than the addition of new subclasses or properties; which in turn shows a high level of agreement on the ontology developed up to that moment. The above-mentioned changes on version opjk1.5, which are shown as new relations on opjk1.6, are significantly big. Figure 7 is the timeline of the obsolete relation of the OPJK ontology, which shows that only opjk1.6, opjk1.23, and opjk1.25 have some obsolete concept relations and obsolete individual relations, and opjk1.16 has only some obsolete individual relations. Fig. 8 . Timeline of the normalized obsolete of the OPJK ontologies w.r.t. the effect space (opjk1.1-opjk1.27) Figure 8 is the timeline of the normalized obsolete relation of the OPJK ontology. Those timelines show that opjk1.25 has the biggest nonmonotonicity effect and opjk1.23 has the second biggest nonmonotonicity effect with respect to the individual relation.
Ontology Change Measure on the Concept Level
In this subsection we measure ontology changes and their effects on individual concepts, so that we can determine which concepts/roles in the ontology are more stable than others, by which we can find the core of an ontology.
Stability Measure We measure the stability of a concept in a version space as the amount of its invariant relations when compared with its previous version. Figure 9 shows the stability of the concepts in the OPJK ontology. Similarly we normalize the concept stability measure by dividing the invariance cardinarity by the maximal invariance cardinarity. The normalized concept stability is shown in Figure 10 . Both the concept stability and the normalized concept stability produce the same results. For example, the 5 classes that have shown more concept stability over time are Happening, Legal_Abstraction, Event, Procedural_Phase and Agent.
The individual stability, more unstable than concept stability, is shown in Figure 11 . In this case, the 5 classes that have shown more individual stability over time are Situation, Document, Procedural_Document, Event and Organization. Figure 12 shows the top 30 most stable concepts from opjk1.1 till opjk1.15 in the OPJK ontology. As an example, the 10 more stable concepts are: Object, Happening, Abstraction, Legal_Abstraction, Document, Event, Procedural_Document, Procedural_Phase, Civil_Procedure_Phase and Phase. The analysis of the different list of concepts not only provides an idea of the concepts that have been more stable over time, but also of the parts or branches of the ontology that are most stable. Within the above-mentioned list, we discover that Happening is superclass of Event, which is a superclass of Phase. The latter is at the same time a superclass of Procedural_Phase that has Civil_Procedure_Phase as its sublcass. Also, if we analyse the log of the 27 versions, only one instance has been added to one of those classes. Difference Measure Similar to the difference measure in the ontology level, we measure the difference on the concept level in terms of the new concept relations and new instances relations. Figure 13 shows the concept difference in the OPJK ontology. The normalized concept difference is shown in Figure 14 . Both include the same classes. The classes that have experienced more changes are: Public_Administration (modified deeply in version opjk1.5), Parent (modified in version opjk1.9), Organization (sublcasses added in version opjk1.11), Adulthood (modified in version opjk1.3), Competence, Guarantees (modified in version 1.14), Court (version opjk1.5), Group (version opjk1.5), Family_Role (modified in versions opjk1.9, 1.17 and 1.24), Police_Forces (version opjk1.5), Tribunal (version opjk1.5) and Happening (version opjk1.9). 
Ontology Change Measure in the Logical Property Level
A logical property can be examined with respect to its temporal aspects. If a property on the ontology is changed once, it is never changed back again in any sequel version as illustrated in Figure 15 . We consider that kind of change as a stable one, because it occurs only once in the whole version space. The corresponding temporal query of stable change on a property can be expressed as ¬φSHφ.
The query on the existence of only two changes with respect to a property φ, as shown in Figure 16 , can be expressed as ¬φSPrev(φSH¬φ).
We examined the OPJK ontology for its changes with respect to the temporal aspects. It shows that all concept relations on the OPJK ontology from opjk1.1 till opjk1.27 are stable. That can be confirmed by examining the obsolete concept relations only in opjk1.6, opjk1.23, and opjk1.25, because the timeline Figure 7 shows that obsolete concept relations occur only in those versions. More examples of temporal queries on the OPJK ontology can be found in our SEKT deliverables [12, 11, 14] , which are available at the website of MORE 7 .
Discussion and Conclusions
OPJK is an ontology of professional judicial knowledge that has been developed for the Iuriservice prototype, to support the semantic matching of natural language input questions from junior Spanish judges with FAQs stored in a database (question-answer pairs). The OPJK ontology has been developed by legal experts and judges over a significant time. To obtain further knowledge regarding the construction process and the implications of decisions a number of successive versions have been recorded in the so-called version space. This space contains valuable information on the knowledge elicitation process, but is The main findings and observations of the OPJK ontology versioning from the analysis and the evaluation are summarized as follows:
-In general the ontology is getting more stable with time. It is observable that the level of stability increases with time in general. During the first versions, important decisions on concept and sub-concept level are made. -The results provided above in this paper, also show that some recent OPJK versions are less stable than their previous ones, as shown in Figure 4 . The property indicates that some conceptual restructuring occurs on OPJK. In these last 3 versions, due to insight provided by the data (competency questions) the modellers modified modelling decisions made in previous versions; in particular they modified subclass relationships and add children to certain classes. For example, in version 1.25, a new subclass of FamilyRole is created and instances belonging to another class have been moved to it. Also a new subclass is added in version 1.27 and existing instances are reassigned to it. -From the results it can also be affirmed that adding new individuals occurs more often than adding new concepts. This suggests that most additions were at the instance level, i.e., at A-box, not at the terminology level, i.e., at T-box. However, when a new concept is added, it usually leads to a bigger change than that by a new individual. -Finally, the data also shows that so far most of the changes on OPJK are small. Few semantic relations are obsolete. That means that the current methodology which is introduced in the design of the OPJK ontology is reliable.
Regarding the implications for ontology development, ontology modelers may rely on the ontology stability measurement to analyze the modeling decisions that involved a great level of instability. In the same way, if the amount of instability inflicted by adding or modifying subclasses could be assessed, different modeling options could be sought to promote stability. From the modeling point of view, it is interesting to see how certain knowledge experts discussions are mirrored in the stability measures of the ontology.
Measurements on the concept level might also be very useful for modelers. Regarding OPJK, the list of the most stable concepts in OPJK does not include Acto and Hecho, that, although they have been in the ontology since the initial versions, do not appear within the most 30 stable concepts; these two concepts have been part of an ongoing discussion within the modeling team, as it can be learnt from the concept stability measurement. Concept stability measurements are not only useful to know which concepts are not stable, but also to learn that some concepts (such as Objeto in OPJK), have been stable against all odds.
The experiments we conducted were three-fold. First, we studied the properties of the overall version space of the OPJK ontology by checking for stability, novelty and monotonicity of the process. More concretely, we studied at which time semantic relations between classes were added, deleted or remained the same. This indicated that there are different types of changes in the OPJK version space, the smaller ones with only minor, often cosmetic, variations, and the more substantial ones, in which many new semantic relations change. The second study was a more detailed analysis on concept level. Here, we identified the most stable concepts in the OPJK ontologies, those with the most frequent changes, and the most commonly effected concepts. Finally, we provided an initial case study on the stability of change in the OPJK version space using the power of the temporal logic which underlies MORE.
